
 

Sample Printable Flashcards to Use with Mandarin Blueprint's Hanzi Movie Method 

 
Character Pinyin Keyword  

 

干 gān dry 
Actor Set Room 

Jeff Goldblum Anna's house entrance - 1 
Props 

razor blade, cross MB Character # 5 
Movie 

Jeff Goldblum, in the dry soil at the entrance to my 

grandmother's house, plants a cross, then does the hard work 

of balancing a razor blade on top. (gàn: to work, to do, to make) 

 

 
Character Pinyin Keyword  

 

 

 

半 bàn half 
Actor Set Room 

Barack Obama  Anna's house bathroom - 4 
Props 

horns, razor blade, cross MB Character # 6 
Movie 

Barack Obama, wearing horns in the bathroom of my 

grandmother's house, takes a razor blade and cuts a decorative 

cross on the curio shelf in half. 

Prop: 半 cleaver; pictogram of cutting something in half 

Compound word: 一半 
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Character 

Pinyin Keyword  

 

人 rén person 
Actor Set Room 

Ricky Helen's home kitchen - 2 
Props 

samurai sword丿 piě 撇  

banana ㇏nà 捺 

 

MB Character # 7 

tough guy 亻 Chuck Connors 

umbrella (top of个) 

lazy person 𠂉 

#8: 从 cóng from 
Movie 

Ricky, in the kitchen of Helen's home on Chelsea Court, uses a 

samurai sword to slice bananas for banana pudding. He's a 

wonderful person. Note: 人 rén 入 rù 八 bā 
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Character Pinyin Keyword 

 

个  gè individual 
Actor Set Room 

Jeff Goldblum  622 E. 22nd Street bathroom - 4 
Props 

umbrella, stick MB Character # 9 
Movie 

Jeff Goldblum, in the bathroom of my home in Moscow, 

Idaho, looks at himself in the mirror as he holds an umbrella 

above his head with one hand, and, beneath it, lines a stick up 

with the other hand. What an individual! 

 

 
Character Pinyin Keyword 

 

入 rù enter 
Actor Set Room 

Ru 

(Hunger Games) 

Ø childhood home 

Rose Avenue 

bathroom - 4 

Props 

samurai sword, banana MB Character # 10 
Movie 

Ru, warily entering the bathroom of my childhood home 

carrying a samurai sword, sees a banana in the sink and eats it 

hungrily. Note: 人 rén 入 rù 八 bā 
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Character Pinyin Keyword 

 
 

什 shén what 
Actor Set Room 

Sean Connery 

(sh- actor) 

Helen's home kitchen - 2 

Props 

tough guy (Chuck Connors), cross MB Character # 11 
Movie 

Sean Connery walks into the kitchen on Cosby Street to find 

tough guy 亻 Chuck Conners there holding a cross saying, 

"This is a religious home! What are you doing here?!" 

 

 
Character Pinyin Keyword  

 

午 wǔ noon 
Actor Set Room 

Wonder Woman 

(wu- actor) 

Ø childhood home bedroom - 3 

Props 

lazy person, cross MB Character # 12 
Movie 

Wonder Woman transforms into a lazy person at noon. She 

takes a nap in the bedroom of my childhood home on sheets 

patterned with crosses. 
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